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A CIA-led Coup against American Democracy Is
Unfolding Before Our Eyes?
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This article by Moon of Alabama is not a conspiracy theory:

The “Elite” Coup Of 2016 against US President-Elect Trump?

By Moon of Alabama, December 16, 2016

Read it carefully. Check out the links. 

The article is a documented and accurate description of a coup that is underway. The
extraordinary lies that are being perpetrated by the media and by members of the US
government have as their obvious purpose the prevention of a Donald Trump presidency.
There is no other reason for the extraordinary blatant lies for which there is not a shred of
evidence. Indeed, there is massive real evidence to the contrary. Yet the coup proceeds and
gathers steam.

President Eisenhower warned us more than a half  century ago of  the danger that the
military/security complex presents to US democracy. In the decades since Eisenhower’s
warning, the military/security complex has become more powerful than the American people
and is demonstrating its power by overturning a presidential election.

Will the coup succeed?

In my opinion, former and present members of the US government and the media would not
dare to so obviously and openly participate in a coup against democracy and an elected
president unless they expect the coup to succeed.

It  is  an  easy  matter  for  the  ruling  interests  to  bribe  electors  to  vote  differently  than  their
states. The cost of the bribes is miniscule compared to the wealth and income streams that
a trillion dollar annual budget provides to the military/security complex.

The fake news of a Putin/Trump election-stealing plot generated by unsupported allegations
of present and former members of US intelligence, the lame-duck President Obama, and the
presstitute media provide the cover for electors to break with precedent “in order to save
America from a Russian stooge.”

The CIA-controlled European media, the politicians in Washington’s European vassal states,
NATO officials, and the brainwashed European peoples will support the coup against Trump.

The only ones speaking against the coup are the voters who elected Trump—all of whom are
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alleged to have been deceived by Russian fake news— the Russian government, and the
200  websites  falsely  described  by  the  Washington  Post  and  the  secret  organization
PropOrNot as Russian agents.

In other words, those objecting to the coup are the ones described by the coup leaders as
those who made the coup necessary.

I do not know that the coup will succeed, but looking at the commitment so many high level
people have made to the coup, I conclude that those bringing the coup expect it to succeed.

Therefore, we should take very seriously the expectation of success that those who control
levers of power are demonstrating.
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